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Background
When threatened, A.vulgare enters a state of tonic immobility (reversible immobility) and performs a

volvation (forming a perfect ball).

Wolbachia alters its host immunity, survival, learning and memory.

Impact of Wolbachia on its host motor response toward repeated predation attempts ?

Results

Wolbachia-injected individuals appear to adopt more pronounced defensive strategies than non-
injected ones.

Biplot of individuals and variable - principal component analysis.  
“TI_Total_Duration_s”: sum of durations of tonic immobility; “Recovery_Total_Duration”: sum of durations of
recovery of exploration behaviour; “Number_of_Volvation”: number of volvation performed . 

Total duration of recovery from stress.  Kruskal-Wallis = 4.61, p = 0.20.

Number of volvation.  Kruskal-Wallis = 1.79, p = 0.62.

Wolbachia-injected individuals spent more time in recovery than asymbiotic ones for the first trial (T1).
No habituation to the stressor between trials for all groups (Kruskal-Wallis tests, p > 0.20)

 Duration of recovery from stress after repeated predation attempts  (5 attempts combined per trial).

*

Individuals naturally infected with Wolbachia adopt similar anti-predation strategies than non-infected ones.

A.vulgare didn't habituate to predator-related stressors.

Injection with Wolbachia sensitized individuals, we postulate pathogenic effects of Wolbachia during early infection stages
      (1 month post-injection) inducing costs to its host and leading it to adopt longer defensive strategies.
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